
In today’s competitive era, businesses are expecting 
faster time-to-market for their digital initiatives, 
while minimizing security threats and risks. Effective 
DevOps ensures rapid and frequent development 
cycles, but outdated security practices can undo 
even the most efficient DevOps initiatives.

In the collaborative environment of DevOps, 
security is a shared responsibility and should be 
integrated end-to-end. ‘Security as Code’ culture 
with ongoing, flexible collaboration between 
release engineers and security teams allows 
delivering new solutions for complex software 
development processes within an agile framework.

BE AGILE, BE SECURE

CLOUD DONE RIGHT
At Apexon our DevSecOps model is driven by 
continuous insight traced and generated from 
prototype-to-production process covering 
Agile development practice, security, 
automation and operational practices.

Our DevSecOps model is based on a set of 
principles, practices and technology enablers/
accelerators that are readily available. It 
drives cost savings from day one and evolve 
with automated services to guarantee saving 
in resources, tooling and process cost.

APEXON AWS CLOUD ENGINEERING SERVICES:

EMBRACE SECURITY BY 
DESIGN WITH DEVSECOPS
Secure application delivery at speed your business demands



SHIFT LEFT 
SECURITY 
IN SDLC

DEVSECOPS

30 80% $5M

ABOUT APEXON

2800+ Digital 
Engineers

 Headquartered 
in Silicon Valley

 Additional Locations: 
New York, Chicago, 
London and India

 Backed by 
Goldman Sachs & 
Everstone Capital
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times cheaper to fix  
security defects in 
development vs production

of modern application 
consists of open-
source components

cost of average 
data breach

Integrate security 
actions into sprint 
delivery process 

Integrate security 
team members into 
development and 
operations 

Integrate “quality 
gates” (security gates!) 
into the CI/CD pipeline

  



Integration
Apexon can help your team incorporate 
continuous integration into your delivery 
processes so they can identify problems 
sooner, deliver faster, and focus more of 
their efforts on new digital innovation.



Continuous Monitoring
Apexon provides delivery teams with 
visibility across the entire DevOps lifecycle 
with continuous monitoring solutions.



Security & Testing
Apexon puts the systems, 
processes and automation in place 
to optimize quality at every phase of 
your digital development lifecycle.



Site Reliability Engineering
Apexon uses DevOps chaos engineering to 
help delivery teams experiment 
on distributed systems to ready new 
digital services for production use.

DEVSECOPS

OFFERINGS FOR AWS



Continuous Delivery
Apexon can help your organization 
make continuous delivery a core part of 
your agile and DevOps strategy so you can 
bring production-ready code to market 
faster, more efficiently, and with less risk.



Progressive Delivery
Apexon helps delivery teams leverage their 
progressive delivery services 
and strategy to develop and test new 
functionality with select groups of users 
before rolling them out more broadly.



OUR TEAM

CORE COMPONENTS

CORE COMPONENTS

Quick detection of vulnerabilities by 
delivering code in small chunks

Identify potential emerging threats 
and be able to respond quickly

Increase speed and efficiency by 
allowing anyone to submit changes

Identify vulnerabilities and 
analyze resolution time

Be ready for an audit at any time 

Iterative training and 
mindset is required

Code Analysis

Threat Investigation

Change Management

Vulnerability Assessment

Compliance Monitoring

Training & Culture













OUR APPROACH

OUR APPROACH
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OUR TEAM

CERTIFIED ARCHITECTS 
AT APEXON 

VIMAL PATEL DIRGHAYU DAVE



MOHIT DHARAMSHI





 





HOW WE 
DELIVER 

PROGRESSIVE 
DELIVERY

UNIQUE TECHNOLOGY 
ACCELERATORS FOR 
FASTER TIME-TO-MARKET

CLIENT-FIRST 
CULTURE

DEEP EXPERTISE 
IN EMERGING 
TECHNOLOGY

DISTRIBUTED AGILE 
GLOBAL TEAMS

DATA-DRIVEN USER 
EXPERIENCE



Apexon is a pure-play digital engineering services firm focused on helping companies 
accelerate their digital initiatives from strategy and planning through execution. We leverage 
deep technical expertise, Agile methodologies and data-driven intelligence to modernize 
systems of engagement and simplify human/tech interaction.

We deliver custom solutions that meet customers’ technology needs wherever they are in their 
digital lifecycle. Backed by Goldman Sachs and Everstone Capital, Apexon works with both 
large enterprises and emerging innovators — putting digital to work to enable new products
and business models, engage with customers in new ways, and create sustainable 
competitive differentiation.
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